[Clinical evaluation of tandem PSA for the diagnosis and follow-up of prostate cancer].
The Tandem PSA test was performed simultaneously with assay of Markit-M PA and gamma-seminoprotein to determine its usefulness for the diagnosis of prostate cancer in a total of 81 patients with prostate diseases. The diagnosis was untreated prostate cancer in 16 patients including 2 with T1c tumor, benign prostatic hyperplasia in 56 patients, and other diseases in 9 patients. Tandem PSA, Markit-M PA, and gamma-seminoprotein showed a sensitivity of 81.3, 62.5, and 68.8%, respectively, while the specificity was 67.7, 81.5, and 72.3%, respectively. Tandem PSA had the highest sensitivity, although the specificity and accuracy were the lowest. These results were considered to be due to the fact that the PSA level becomes significantly higher with an increase in the weight of benign prostatic hyperplasia. This indicates that the PSA density should be considered to improve the specificity of Tandem PSA. Use of the Tandem PSA/gamma-seminoprotein ratio was also examined as a possible method which might improve the specificity. Patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia and prostate cancer had a ratio of 1.53 +/- 0.966 and 3.21 +/- 1.811 (mean plus standard deviation), respectively, and these 2 groups showed a significant difference (p = 0.0008). This indicates that calculation of the Tandem PSA/gamma-seminoprotein ratio may be useful to improve the specificity of Tandem PSA for the diagnosis of prostate cancer.